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Cost Reduction and Control Best Practices provides financial manages with no-nonsense, balanced, and practical strategies that are being targeted and used nationwide for controlling costs by thousands of companies in areas such as human resources, compensation, benefits, purchasing, outsourcing, use of consultants, taxes, and exports. These best practices are based on the trenches experience, research, proprietary databases, and consultants from the Institute of Management and Administration (IOMA) and other leading experts in their fields.

	Provides best practices and techniques for controlling costs within a company
	New chapters focus on outsourcing costs, downsizing, consultants' costs, and business tax costs
	Provides the latest strategies companies re using to control costs



The United States is currently experiencing one of the strongest economic environments and profit rebounds of the past 20 years. Nonetheless, most businesses are still targeting areas in which to further streamline costs and ultimately set the stage for a resilient bottom line during the next downturn. Because of the strength of the current rebound, though, most top executives have altered their cost-control focus. How can they—and you—be certain about what to focus on next?

The appropriate focus can virtually be assured when you have the security of knowing that you are implementing the cost-control strategies recommended by your peers and other leading experts in the field. This is the purpose behind IOMA’s Cost Control and Reduction Best Practices, and the reason we created it four years ago.

As your company’s main line of defense against the rising tidal wave of costs, this guide will ensure that you are focusing on what exactly has to be done. There is no substitute for making decisions on a scientific basis, and this book ensures that you will not waste time and money by using strategies based on “soft” grounds—intuition, guesses, or the latest management fad. With this guide you will be able to identify the no-nonsense, balanced, and practical strategies for controlling costs that are being targeted and used nationwide by thousands of companies in areas such as HR, compensation, benefits, purchasing, outsourcing, use of consultants, taxes, and exports. These best practices are based on in-the-trenches experience, research, proprietary databases, and consultants from the Institute of Management and Administration (IOMA) and other leading experts in their respective fields.

About the Author

IOMA (Institute of Management and Administration) publishes a broad range of high-quality information products for business professionals. Their products serve two purposes: to improve the efficiency of their subscribers and to enhance the financial performance of the firm or organization. Over 180,000 top business professionals rely on IOMA publications, special reports, and electronic services every month.
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Organizational Behavior: Securing Competitive AdvantageRoutledge, 2009
In today’s business environment, competition arises when other organizations seek to do what your company does, only better. Advantage is gained when you can do something your competitors find difficult to duplicate. Competitive advantage is further secured when competitors cannot duplicate your company’s special ability at all.
...
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Coaching Handbook: An Action Kit for Trainers and ManagersKogan Page, 2003
Coaching is proving itself to be the most popular and most effective technique in the field of learning and development. Managers are constantly being reminded that coaching is an important part of their role in getting the best from staff, while trainers are increasingly being called upon to coach individuals in a variety of aspects of both...
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Inside Secrets of Finding a Teaching Job: The Most Effective Search Methods for Both New and Experienced EducatorsJIST Works, 2003
Since we wrote the first edition of this book, a crisis has developed in the world of teaching: There is a dire shortage of teacher candidates in our country. In fact, the United States will need more than 2 million new teachers in the coming decade, and there aren’t that many new teachers graduating from teacher colleges. The teacher...
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Mobile VPN : Delivering Advanced Services in Next Generation Wireless SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Expert guidance on how to successfully build and deploy Mobile Virtual Private Networks
Mobile Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) have the potential to dramatically improve business productivity and give service providers new revenue opportunities. This in-depth tutorial will help professionals in the field understand both the technology of Mobile...
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Cloud-Native Applications in Java: Build microservice-based cloud-native applications that dynamically scalePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Highly available microservice-based web apps for Cloud with Java

	
		Key Features

		
			Take advantage of the simplicity of Spring to build a full-fledged application
	
			Let your applications run faster while generating smaller cloud service bills
	
			Integrate your...
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Executive Intelligence: The Leader's EdgeRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2011

	Executive Intelligence zeros in on leadership smarts and notes that in all lists compiled by leadership experts, head hunters, and boards of directors the one and only trait that appears in all is intelligence. Obvious? No, because typically leadership savvy regularly trumps smarts....
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